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Abstract: We show that a sponge-like structure of interconnected Si
nanowires embedded in a dielectric matrix can be obtained by laser
annealing of silicon rich oxides (SRO). Due to quantum confinement, the
large bandgap displayed by these percolated nanostructures can be utilized
as a tandem stage in 3rd generation thin-film solar cells. Well passivated by
the SiO2 dielectric matrix, they are expected to overcome the difficulty of
carrier separation encountered in the case of isolated crystalline quantum
dots. In this study PECVD grown SRO were irradiated by a cw Ar+ laser.
Raman spectroscopy has been used to assess the crystallinity of the Si
nanostructures and thus to optimize the annealing conditions as dwell times
and power densities. In addition, Si plasmon imaging in the transmission
electron microscope was applied to identify the sponge-like structure of
phase-separated silicon.
©2013 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Silicon based solar cells have been studied extensively due to their low cost, however, the
efficiency of a single junction solar cell is relatively small and is restricted to the ShockleyQueisser. To increase the efficiency, multi-junction approaches can be used [1, 2]. One
strategy is the implementation of tandem connection of two or more solar cell junctions with
differing band gaps to obtain large spectral coverage. Differing band gaps can be obtained
either by utilizing alloys of silicon such as SiGe or by band gap engineering silicon itself. The
latter requires the formation of Si nanocrystals of a few nm in dimension which result in
wider band gaps due to the quantum confinement effects. The magnitude of the bandgap
depends on nanocrystal size, opening up for nanocrystal sizes below 5 nm and theoretically
reaching 3.0 eV for nanocrystal sizes of ~1nm [3]. Based on this effect, Si nanostructure
tandem photovoltaic cells have been proposed in the past [2, 4, 5]. Bandgap engineering has
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been tried in quantum dots of Si sandwiched between layers of a dielectrics such as SiO2 [4–
6], Si3N4 [5, 7] or SiC [5, 8]. However, charges created in dielectric embedded Si
nanocrystals require either tunneling or impact ionization in order to extract useful current
from the solar cell before carrier recombination. Both processes require precise positioning of
Si nanocrystals within the dielectrics with oxide barriers of a few nanometers, which is a
severe challenge. The replacement of Si nanocrystals with ordered arrays of Si nanowires can
be a solution to overcome the difficulty of charge transport. Being naturally passivated with
low density of defects, these structures should have good electrical conduction. Si nanowire
based solar cells were realized in the past in order to enhance absorption and decrease cost
[9–17]. In these works, silicon nanowires were formed on silicon wafers by various methods.
Despite exotic approaches such as single nanowire solar cells [14], coaxial nanowire pn
junctions [12, 16], vapor liquid solid (VLS) growth of Si and other semiconductor nanowires
for solar cells on a variety of substrates [13, 17], a significant enhancement of solar cell
performance is still lacking. Furthermore, fabrication of ordered arrays of nanowires can be
difficult and costly for large scale production. Alternatively, a sponge-like structure created
by the precipitation of excess Si in an oxide matrix in the form of percolated randomly
oriented nanowires can be considered. Spinodal decomposition of metastable Si-rich oxides is
a promising synthesis process for the formation of crystalline Si sponge-like structures. These
structures can be used in a multi-junction approach, to improving the single bandgap silicon
solar cell efficiency with the incorporation of larger bandgap nanocrystalline Si structures
onto the solar cells, allowing a larger spectral coverage. Recently, randomly oriented
nanowire approach has been tried by growing silicon filaments in SiO2 using plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). In this approach, a tandem solar cell with
microcrystalline Si and amorphous Si (a-Si) layers containing Si filaments sandwiched
between ZnO layers was fabricated and stabilized conversion efficiency of 11.5% was
reached [18].
In this report, we propose an alternative method for obtaining crystalline Si sponge-like
nanowires in SiO2 by laser processing of silicon rich oxide (SRO) thin films to be used as a
tandem cell element. Upon laser annealing, SRO films separate into two phases following the
equation: SiOx → 0.5 SiO2 + (1 - 0.5 x) Si, as has been observed in furnace annealing [6, 19–
21]. The phase separation is a consequence of nucleation followed by growth, and Ostwald
ripening of Si precipitates or, at higher Si concentrations, of spinodal decomposition [20, 22,
23]. Different mechanisms will have different impact on the final structure of the Si
precipitates. In fact, in the case of SRO formed by ion implanted Si in SiO2 matrix, Monte
Carlo simulation of the thermally activated precipitation show that the structure of the phase
separated Si depends on the fluence of the Si ion beam that was used during ion implantation
[23]. For low fluences (low excess Si), individual spheroid Si nanoparticles were obtained,
while for high fluences (high excess Si), Si nanoparticles formed an interconnected network.
This dependence was also shown experimentally in a later work [24]. However, this method
of both ion beam synthesis and thermal processing of the whole solar cell with its high
thermal budget, is costly. Laser processing, on the other hand, heats the film surface only and
gives the further flexibility of “writing” on selected areas. Continuous and pulsed laser
processing of SRO thin films were shown to produce Si nanocrystals in SiO2 [25–27]. In
these works, individual nanocrystals were obtained. Despite the intensity of interest in
individual Si nanocrystals for many applications, little has been done to study interconnected
nanocrystalline Si in an oxide matrix. Depending on the silicon content of the SRO films,
individual nanocrystals or a sponge-like interconnected crystalline Si structures can form in
SiO2. Photoluminescence or electrical transport studies in nanocrystalline Si formed upon
phase separation into SiO2 suggest that the films with x = O/Si ratio close to 1 results in a
percolated structure [23, 24, 28, 29]. Here, we demonstrate the formation of sponge-like Si in
PECVD grown SRO films by cw laser annealing. This structure is particularly interesting due
to the nearly perfect passivation in a SiO2 matrix which makes it ideal for carrier transport in
thin film solar cells.
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2. Experimental
A commercial radial flow capacitively coupled parallel-plate PECVD reactor operating at
13.56 MHz radio frequency was used to deposit about 300 nm thick films with hydrogen
diluted silane (2% SiH4 in H2) and CO2 gases. The reactor chamber pressure was set at 500
mTorr, the substrate temperature at 250 °C and the rf power at 50 W. To obtain samples with
different compositions silane flow rate was fixed at 350 sccm and the CO2 rate was varied
between 10 and 50 sccm. Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) was used to determine
elemental composition of the films. The measurements were performed using a 35 MeV Cl7+
ion beam. All ERD spectra were fitted simultaneously using the program NDF [30].
Laser processing of the films was done by focusing the 488 nm line of a cw Ar+ laser in an
inverted microscope. The focused spot size was measured using a silicon photodetector by
razor-edge scanning and found to be 5 ± 1 µm. The sample was moved on a computer
controlled XY stage to form laser irradiated lines on the surface of the films. For different
given power densities many line scans were made at different scan speeds and the
precipitation and subsequent crystallization of the silicon was checked by Raman
spectroscopy. Raman scattering experiments were performed using the same setup while
collecting the scattered light with a high resolution monochromator and CCD camera system
to determine both the presence and the crystallinity of the phase separated Si. A typical
example of a scanned line on a thin SRO film deposited on a quartz substrate is given in the
optical microscope image, Fig. 1. The surface depth profile across the scanned line and
Raman signal amplitude obtained at various points along the line perpendicular to the laser
scanned line are presented superimposed on the optical image. Surface profile indicates
densification (~10%) of the SRO film in scanned regions as is expected in PECVD grown
SRO films, amplified due, in particular, to hydrogen out-diffusion [31]. Raman spectrum of
the annealed zone includes the signal from the quartz substrate as well as contributions from
remaining or clustered amorphous Si characterized by a broad peak at 480 cm−1 and a peak at
518 cm−1 corresponding to crystalline Si. It is known in the literature that some of the Si can
cluster in the amorphous form upon phase separation [32, 33]. The down shift of the
crystalline peak from the bulk c-Si peak at ~520 cm−1 is due to the nanoparticle nature of the
aggregated silicon.
To characterize the microstructure as well as the morphology of laser-annealed SRO
films, transmission electron microscopy analyses were performed. To avoid possible charging
effects during TEM lamellae target preparation using the focused ion beam technique as well
as during further TEM analysis, SRO films were prepared on Si wafers. This, in turn, results
in Raman scattering from the substrate in addition to scattering from Si nanocrystals from
laser annealed SRO films, complicating the analysis of SRO films on silicon wafers. To
eliminate the substrate contribution, the polarization selection rules were used to discriminate
against Raman signals from the Si substrate. In the as-grown SRO region of the sample, the
polarization of the incident laser beam in the nearly backscattering configuration was set with
a Glan-Thomson polarization rotator while the polarization of the scattered light was selected
with a polarizer at the entrance slits of the monochromator until the Raman scattering from
the Si substrate was totally suppressed. Then, the sample was translated to measure the
Raman spectrum form the Si nanostructures in the annealed region of the SRO film. In this
case, the remaining signal corresponds to the signal from the randomly oriented crystalline
nanostructures, as they don't have any preferential orientation.
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Fig. 1. Optical microscope image of a laser scanned line on a SRO thin film on quartz substrate
with the surface depth profile data and normalized Raman peak intensity of selected spots
superimposed (the red curve is a guide for the eye).

To characterize the formation of the Si nanostructures, laser-annealed samples were
analyzed using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and energyfiltered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) employing an image-corrected FEI Titan
80-300 microscope equipped with a Gatan Imaging Filter 863. In particular, HRTEM was
used to visualize Bragg-oriented Si nanocrystals larger than a minimum size. Applying
energy filtering, chemical sensitivity is added to the TEM analysis. Consequently,
nanoparticles independent of their crystalline structure, i.e. amorphous as well as crystalline
nanostructures, can be characterized. In particular, valence-band plasmon energy-loss
imaging is an appropriate approach, since the Si plasmon peak is, except the zero-loss peak,
the most intense feature in the electron energy-loss spectrum. Located at an energy loss of
about 17 eV, it has a narrow energy distribution of a few eV, and thus, allows distinguishing
the Si phase from the SiO2 compound [34]. TEM sample preparation was done by in situ liftout applying a Kleindiek micromanipulator in a Zeiss NVision 40 Focused Ion Beam device
[35].
3. Results
Following the ERD analysis, films were found to have x = O/Si ratios increasing with CO2
flow rate and in the range of 0.47 to 0.97. The samples present small amounts of nitrogen (<
2%), carbon (< 4%), and hydrogen (~10%). It is well known that PECVD-grown SRO layers
incorporate hydrogen [36]. Assuming that hydrogen binds in large parts to oxygen and
nitrogen and that nitrogen and carbon behave similarly to oxygen in the phase separation
process, we considered samples with x' = (O + N + C)/Si ~1 for this study. In particular, SRO
films with the chemical formula SiO0.79N0.04C0.08H0.18, i.e. with x' = 0.91, were chosen for the
analyses. Figure 2 (a) shows an optical microscope image of a laser-annealed square of 500 x
500 μm2 formed by laser scanning lines 1 µm apart. Figure 2 (b) is a corresponding SEM
image of the scanned zone showing that the scanned surface becomes rough on a microscopic
scale. This can be attributed to the out-diffusion of hydrogen during laser annealing. The
Raman signals in Fig. 3 were taken from the as-grown and the annealed zones under
forbidden polarization conditions. The peak at around 518 cm−1 is characteristic of the
nanocrystalline Si TO Raman mode and gives evidence of the presence of crystalline
nanostructures.
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Fig. 2. a) Optical microscope image of a laser-scanned square on a SiO0.79N0.04C0.08H0.18 sample
(laser power density 500 kW/cm2, scan speed 0.05 mm/s), b) SEM image of the scanned zone.
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Fig. 3. Raman signal from the as-grown region and the annealed square on the
SiO0.79N0.04C0.08H0.18 sample. Polarization selection method has been used to eliminate the
signal from the Si substrate.

TEM technique was used to observe these structures. Figure 4 (a) shows a cross-sectional
Si plasmon EFTEM image of the SRO film / Si substrate region of the laser-annealed area. A
sponge-like structure corresponding to precipitated Si (white) inside the oxide matrix (black)
can be identified at a tunneling distance of a few nanometers from the interface. The
interconnected Si nanostructure of the network is seen best in Fig. 4 (b), a Si plasmon image
recorded at higher magnification with the field of view marked by a square in Fig. 4 (a). Near
the SRO-substrate interface the diameters of the wires are in the order of 3 nm. We can
observe a size gradient with Si aggregates becoming larger as the distance from the SROsubstrate interface increases. This size gradient may be due to a temperature gradient
generated by a relatively cold SRO-substrate interface resulting from the high thermal
conductivity of the Si substrate. We note the absence of nanocrystals in the top 80 nm of the
SRO film (not shown here) and suggest that this is mainly due to oxidation during irradiation.
Figure 4 (c) is the zero-loss filtered image corresponding to the same field of view as in Fig. 4
(b), and it demonstrates the crystalline nature of the Si nanostructure. However, only Braggoriented Si nanocrystals are visible, hence the crystalline fraction is underestimated. In
addition only Si nanocrystals larger than a minimum size are visible; as a consequence, it
becomes difficult to observe the crystallinity of the smaller Si structures at the SRO-substrate
interface region [37].
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Fig. 4. a) Cross-sectional Si plasmon EFTEM image of the SRO-substrate interface region of
the laser-annealed area recorded at an energy loss of Eloss = 17 eV with an energy slit width of
5 eV, b) magnified Si plasmon EFTEM image of the area marked in a), c) cross-sectional zeroloss filtered HRTEM image of the same field of view as in b).

4. Conclusions
Using energy-filtered TEM it has been shown that we obtained percolated Si nanostructures
by spontaneous self-structuring during spinodal decomposition of metastable Si-rich oxides
under laser irradiation. These nanostructures (<5nm) are expected to show larger bandgaps
due to the quantum confinement effect and can thus be utilized in a tandem PV cells allowing
a better use of the solar spectrum. These percolated sponge-like structures embedded in and
passivated by the oxide matrix should have the advantage of making efficient use of UV
photons as well as overcoming the difficulty of carrier separation and charge transport.
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